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Abstrat

We onsider a model of international migration with heterogeneity in the skill

level of workers whih aounts for ountry-spei� eduational investment, unem-

ployment expetations and return to the origin ountry. We prove that migrants

invest less than natives in human apital formation beause of return migration, so

that migrants are more likely to be unemployed and to have �atter earnings pro�les.
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1 Introdution

Numerous empirial studies have attempted to identify the e�et of immigration on the

labor market outome (see Abowd and Freeman, 1991, Borjas et alii, 1997, Gang and

Rivera-Batiz, 1994). In the ontext of multifator prodution funtions in whih migrants

and natives are separately inorporated, the impat of immigration on labor market is

shown to depend on the omposition of skills between migrants and natives. Immigration

is expeted to have an adverse e�et on low-skilled natives when migrants are less skilled

than natives, so that the inome distribution hanges in favor of high skill labor. From

an empirial viewpoint, there are no large negative e�ets of immigration on both wages

and employment of the native population (Borjas, 1994, Friedberg and Hunt, 1995).

Immigrants' eonomi performane is often better than that of natives with similar

harateristis. During a long time, this fat has been explained by a self-seletion of

migrants, who are presumably more eduated and less risk averse than other segments

of the population of the origin ountry. However, the di�erene in performane between

migrants and natives may also be linked to the struture of inentives faed by both

populations (Djaji¢, 1989). In partiular, migrants have to be distinguished from natives

beause there exists a positive probability of return migration in the origin ountry.

Galor and Stark (1990) examine the link between return deision and optimal deisions

of savings, and prove that migrants are expeted to save more than natives. Thus, if return

migration does not take plae, migrants are expeted to outperform omparable natives.

Models of migration inorporating possible return behavior an be extended in several

diretions, for example with interesting preditions onerning assimilation or di�erenes

of wages between origin ountries (Shae�er, 1995)1. In Galor and Stark (1991), the

possibility of return to the home ountry leads to an intertemporal substitution in the

labor supply. Again, migrants are expeted to be more performant than natives sine

they exert a higher level of work e�ort (greater e�ort translates into higher inomes).

Previous models dealing with di�erentiated inentives between migrants and natives

have negleted ountry-spei� eduational investment. Unfortunately, several studies

have shown that immigrants usually hoose to invest in host-ountry human apital for-

mation, whih improves their wage pro�le (Chiswik and Miller, 1994, Khan, 1997). So,

the purpose of our analysis is to aount for human apital formation in a simple model

of international migration. Drawing on the model of Galor and Stark (1990, 1991) where

migrant's performane in terms of inome is more likely to outweigh native's performane

when a high probability of return to the origin ountry is onsidered, we aount for

heterogeneity in eduational investment. This allows us to o�er a human apital expla-

1Shae�er (1995) notes that immigrants have a higher inentive to maintain strong ties to the ori-
gin ountry when the probability of return is high. Hene, assimilation is more di�ult to ahieve if
immigrants have an unertain status in the reeipt ountry.
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nation of migrants-natives di�erenes in labor market outomes, whih depend on future

earnings, expetations with respet to unemployment and ountry-spei� human apital

The remainder of this note is organized as follows. In setion 2, we present a two-

period model of migration whih aounts for ross-ountry spei� eduational invest-

ment, unemployment expetations, and deision of return migration. The optimal level

of investment in human apital is haraterized in setion 3, and we respetively examine

the impat of exogenous and endogenous employment. Setion 4 onludes.

2 A migration model with heterogeneous skill

Let us onsider an international migration model with two types of agents, migrants and

natives. We assume that migrants ome from a poor ountry and natives live in a rih

ountry, so that job opportunities are more attrative in the host ountry. We extend

the framework of Galor and Stark (1990, 1991) by assuming that immigrants may have

di�erent levels of human apital.

Agents operate in a two-period setting. Eah individual is haraterized by a utility

funtion U , de�ned over the �rst and seond-period private onsumptions denoted by

C1 and C2. We rely on an additively separable utility funtion U(C1; C2) suh that

U(C1; C2) = u(C1) + Æu(C2), with Æ the future disount fator. We assume that U is

ontinuous, twie di�erentiable and and stritly onave (u0 > 0, u00 < 0)2.

In period 1, individuals o�er one unit of labor inelastially. Let W1 be the level of

inome for that period, whih is devoted to the �rst-period onsumption C1 and human

apital formation. Let H be the personal amount of eduational investment. Human

apital formation is ostly for migrants, and we denote by f(H) the assoiated onvex

ost funtion (f 0(H) > 0 and f 00(H) > 0. Thus, the �rst-period budget onstraint is

C1 = W1 � f(H). The oupational status for migrants is unertain in period 2, so

that the seond-period onsumption is a random variable denoted by ~C2. Spei�ally, it

depends on the employment status in the labor market and on the probability of return to

the home ountry, sine migrants are onerned by a stritly positive probability of return

to the origin ountry in period 23. For the notation, let � be the exogenous probability

of return migration to the origin ountry.

2We di�er from Galor and Stark (1991) and Shae�er (1995) in that the level of satisfation is just
de�ned over onsumption hoies. Leisure deisions do not matter in our framework.

3Our analysis does not fous on the motives for return migration, whih may be due to i) ountry
spei� preferenes, migrants having a preferene for living and onsuming in the home ountry, ii) prie
di�erentials, sine migration return allows to take advantage of low prie levels at home, iii) human
apital investments, migrants improving their earnings position at home later by being urrently in the
foreign ountry, and iv) informational asymmetry, low-skilled migrants returning to the origin ountry
after true skill is revealed in the rih ountry.
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With probability 1 � �, the migrant stays in the host ountry in period 2. There

are two possibilities. First, the migrant has a paid job. By seuring employment, theere

are two omponents for the migrant's inome. It is de�ned as the sum of a �xed wage

W2 and returns of human apital. Bene�ts of eduational investment are given by the

funtiong(H), haraterized by dereasing returns (g0(H) > 0, g00(H) < 0). Seond, the

migrant is in period 2 and he reeives an unemployment ompensation B. We onsider a

�xed individual bene�t sine human apital investment is made only in period 1. Never-

theless, having more eduation dereases the probability of being unemployed in period 2.

We denote by p(H) the probability of being unemployed, with p0(H) < 0 and p00(H) < 0.

Now, with probability �, the migrant returns to his origin ountry. Under return

migration, we suppose that the migrant �nds a job with ertainty in the origin ountry

(for instane by taking part in family produtive ativities. But job opportunities are

not so attrative, and the migrant reeives a lower wage in the origin ountry denoted by

�W2, with 0 < � < 1. The parameter � is a measure of the wage di�erential between

the origin ountry and the host ountry. Given the probabilities of return migration

� and unemployment p(H), we get the following expression for the migrant's random

onsumption in period 2 :

~C2 =

8><
>:

W2 + g(H) with probability (1� �)(1� p(H))
B with probability (1� �)p(H)
�W2 with probability �

(1)

We an now determine the optimal investment deision of the migrant. For simpliity,

let us onsider that inome are �xed over time, i.e. W = W1 =W2. The migrant seeks to

hoose the level of human apital that maximizes his expeted utility funtion U(C1; ~C2).

The maximization program is given by:

max
H�0

u(W � f(H)) + Æ [(1� �)(1� p(H))u(W + g(H)) + (1� �)p(H)u(B) + �u(�W )℄

We easily dedue the optimal hoie of eduational investment H� :

f 0(H�)u0(W � f(H�)) =
Æ(1� �) [p0(H�)(u(B)� u(W + g(H�))) + (1� p(H�))g0(H�)u0(W + g(H�))℄

(2)

At the equilibrium, the marginal ost of human apital formation is equal to its marginal

bene�t given the probabilities of unemployment and return migration. We now derive the

impat of return behavior and unemployment expetations on the eduational deision.

3 Human apital and exogenous unemployment

Suppose that the probability to be unemployed does not depend on human apital au-

mulated by the migrant. This ase is more likely when one onsiders a spei� segment
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of the labor market, for example when both migrants and natives partiipate in low-skill

ativities. Then, we have p(H) = p. From (4) and sine p0(H) = 0, we get :

f 0(H�)u0(W � f(H�)) = Æ(1� �)(1� p)g0(H�)u0(W + g(H�)) (3)

meaning that the marginal bene�t is given by the positive returns of human apital

formation, whih ours when a migrant does not return and exerts a job in the host

ountry.

Proposition 1 The migrant's optimal investment in human apital dereases with the

unemployment probability and the probability of return migration.

Proof. From (5) suh that EUH� = 0 and using the impliit funtion theorem, we have

�H�=�p = �EUH�p=EUH�H� and �H�=�� = �EUH��=EUH�H� . Given the onavity of u,

we get sgn dH�=dp = sgnEUH�p and sgn dH�=d� = sgnEUH��, so that we �nally obtain :

sgn
�H�

�p
= sgn � Æ(1� �)g0(H�)u0(W + g(H�))

sgn
�H�

��
= sgn � Æ(1� p)g0(H�)u0(W + g(H�))

Sine we have g0 > 0, u0 > 0, 0 < Æ < 1 and 0 < p < 1, we dedue that �H�=�p < 0 and

�H�=�� < 0. QED

Di�erenes between migrants and natives are not related to traits distinguishing the

two populations, but to spei� migrant's inentives given the unertainty to remain in

the host ountry in period 2.

Corollary 1 Migrants are less quali�ed than natives.

Corollary 2 If migrants do not return to their origin ountry, their wages will be lower

than that of natives.

This model points out the role of migrant's inentives in explaining the relative mi-

grant's outome. A migrant from a low-inome ountry is less likely to invest in human

apital formation given the possibility of return deision, whih implies a lower expeted

wage. So, if migrants do not return, their wages will be lower than that of natives. That

less-permanent migrants are expeted to ahieve lower outomes stands in ontrast with

the onlusion obtained in Galor and Stark (1991, orollary 1), where labor supply e�ets

result in greater migrant's wage in the event that return migration does not materialize.

The di�erene is not due to labor supply e�ets, but beause of inentives to invest in

skills spei� to the host ountry. Sine migrants undertake less eduational investment,

their labor market outomes are lower than that of natives when return migration does

not materialize.
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4 Human apital and endogenous unemployment

We now onsider that unemployment is endogenously determined, sine deisions of hu-

man apital investment are expeted to in�uene the probability to �nd a job in the labor

market. The probability of unemployment is supposed to be a dereasing, weakly onvex

funtion of the level of human apital.

Proposition 2 With endogenous unemployment, the migrant's optimal investment in

human apital dereases with the return probability to the origin ountry.

Proof. Using the impliit funtion theorem, we get sgn �H�=�� = sgnEUH�� , so that :

sgn
�H�

��
= sgn � Æ [p0(H�)(u(B)� u(W + g(H�))) + (1� p(H�))g0(H�)u0(W + g(H�))℄

Sine 0 < Æ < 1, 0 < � < 1, u(W + g(H�)) > u(B), p0(:) < 0 and g0(:) > 0, we arrive at

the result that �H�=�� < 0. QED

Again, we �nd that migrants are expeted to ahieve lower outomes than natives

when return migration does not our, sine the former fae less inentives to invest in

human apital formation. So, given the possibility of ountry-spei� eduation, migrants

are more likely to have �atter earnings pro�les.

Corollary 3 Migrants display a higher rate of unemployment than natives.

This migration model whih aounts for skill heterogeneity explains why migrants are

more likely to be unemployed in the host ountry. Sine they do not invest enough in

human apital formation during the �rst period given the possibility of return, it is more

di�ult for them to seure employment in the seond period when they do not return to

the origin ountry.

5 Conluding omments

In this paper, we have analyzed preditions of a two-period model of migration with

return behavior and skill heterogeneity. We show that less-permanent migrants have less

inentives to invest in host-ountry spei� human apital. The theoretial preditions are

di�erent from those obtained in a migration model with skill homogeneity (see Galor and

Stark, 1990, 1991). A migrant who expets to return to the origin ountry devotes less

resoures to human apital formation, thereby leading to a lower seond-period wage when
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the return migration does not materialize. With endogenous unemployment, migrants

have �atter earnings pro�les and display higher rates of unemployment.

This impat of skill heterogeneity has to be linked with deisions towards post-migration

eduational investment (Chiswik and Miller, 1994, Khan, 1997, Friedberg, 2000). On the

one hand, the prevalene of post-migration human apital formation in host ountries is

the sign that the assumption of skill homogeneity is not orret in migration models with

return behavior. On the other hand, human apital investments are more likely among

immigrants groups that annot easily or are unlikely to return home. For instane, Hansen

et alii (2001) show that refugee immigrants, haraterized by a lower probability to return

to the home ountry, invest more in spei�-ountry human apital. In our framework,

we prove that migrants faing higher expetations of return migration should invest less

in home-ountry eduation.

Knowing how immigrants invest in host-ountry spei� skills is an important issue

from a publi poliy perspetive, espeially in the design of immigrants seletion riteria.

Labor market outomes for migrants in the host ountry depend on their origin-ountry

spei� eduational level. A ountry ould be indued to selet highly eduated migrants,

who are more likely to perform well in the host ountry's labor market. But if migrants

are able to ath up through post-migration human apital formation, the divergene in

labor market outomes for migrants and natives should be lessened. Hene, suessful as-

similation of migrants in the host ountry strongly depends on post-migration investment

in human apital.
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